We study quasi-Jacobi and Jacobi-quasi bialgebroids and their relationships with twisted Jacobi and quasi Jacobi manifolds. We show that we can construct quasi-Lie bialgebroids from quasi-Jacobi bialgebroids, and conversely, and also that the structures induced on their base manifolds are related via a "quasi Poissonization".
Introduction
The notion of quasi-Lie bialgebroid was introduced in [15] . It is a structure on a pair (A, A * ) of vector bundles, in duality, over a differentiable manifold M that is defined by a Lie algebroid structure on A * , a skew-symmetric bracket on the space of smooth sections of A and a bundle map a : A → T M , satisfying some compatibility conditions. These conditions are expressed in terms of a section ϕ of 3 A * , which turns out to be an obstruction to the Lie bialgebroid structure on (A, A * ). A quasi-Lie bialgebroid will be denoted by (A, A * , ϕ). In the case where A is a Lie algebroid, its dual vector bundle A * is equipped with a skew-symmetric bracket on its space of smooth sections and a bundle map a * : A * → T M and the compatibility conditions are expressed in terms of a section Q of 3 A, the triple (A, A * , Q) is called a
Lie-quasi bialgebroid [9] . When ϕ = 0 and Q = 0, quasi-Lie and Lie-quasi bialgebroids are just Lie bialgebroids. We note that, while the dual of a Lie bialgebroid is itself a Lie bialgebroid, the dual of a quasi-Lie bialgebroid is a Lie-quasi bialgebroid, and conversely [9] . The quasi-Lie and Lie-quasi bialgebroids are particular cases of proto-bialgebroids [9] . As in the case of a Lie bialgebroid, the doubles A ⊕ A * of a quasi-Lie and of a Lie-quasi bialgebroid are endowed with a Courant algebroid structure [15] , [9] . It was shown in [16] that the theory of quasi-Lie bialgebroids is the natural framework in which we can treat twisted Poisson manifolds. These structures were introduced in [17] , under the name of Poisson manifolds with a closed 3-form background, motivated by problems of string theory [14] and of topological field theory [8] .
The notion of Jacobi bialgebroid and the equivalent one of generalized Lie bialgebroid were introduced, respectively, in [3] and [5] , in such a way that a Jacobi bialgebroid is canonically associated to a Jacobi manifold and conversely. A Jacobi bialgebroid over M is a pair ((A, φ), (A * , W )) of Lie algebroids over M , in duality, endowed with 1-cocycles φ ∈ Γ(A * ) and W ∈ Γ(A) in their Lie algebroid cohomology complexes with trivial coefficients, respectively, that satisfy a compatibility condition. Also, its double (A⊕A * , φ+W ) is endowed with a Courant-Jacobi algebroid structure [4] , [11] .
In order to adapt to the framework of Jacobi manifolds the concepts of twisted Poisson manifold and quasi-Lie bialgebroid, we have recently introduced in [12] the notions of twisted Jacobi manifold and quasi-Jacobi bialgebroid. The purpose of the present paper is to develop the theory of quasi-Jacobi bialgebroids, as well as of its dual concept of Jacobi-quasi bialgebroids, and to establish a very close relationship between quasi-Jacobi and quasi-Lie bialgebroids.
The paper contains four sections, besides the Introduction, and one Appendix (section 5). In section 2 we recall the definition of quasi-Jacobi bialgebroid, we present some basic results established in [12] , we develop the examples of quasi-Jacobi and Jacobi-quasi bialgebroids associated to twisted Jacobi manifolds and to quasi Jacobi manifolds, and, finally, we study the triangular quasi-Jacobi bialgebroids. Section 3 is devoted to the study of the structures induced on the base manifolds of quasi-Jacobi and Jacobi-quasi bialgebroids. Several examples are presented. In section 4 we establish a one to one correspondence between quasi-Jacobi bialgebroid structures ((A, φ), (A * , W ), ϕ) over a manifold M and quasi-Lie bialgebroid structures (Ã,Ã * ,φ) overM = M × IR. Also, we prove that the structure induced onM = M × IR by (Ã,Ã * ,φ) is the "quasi Poissonization" of the structure induced on M by ((A, φ), (A * , W ), ϕ). The dual version of these results is also presented. Finally, in the Appendix, we define the action of a Lie algebroid with 1-cocycle on a differentiable manifold, a concept that is used in the paper.
Notation: If (A, φ) is a Lie algebroid with 1-cocycle φ, we denote by d φ the differential operator d of A modified by φ, i.e., d φ α = dα + φ ∧ α, for any α ∈ Γ( k A * ). Moreover, we denote by δ the usual de Rham differential operator on a manifold M and by d the differential operator of the Lie algebroid
2 Quasi-Jacobi and Jacobi-quasi bialgebroids Let ((A, φ), (A * , W )) be a pair of dual vector bundles over a differentiable manifold M endowed with a 1-form φ and W , respectively, and ϕ a 3-form of A. 
As in the case of quasi-Lie and Lie-quasi bialgebroids, by interchanging the roles of (A, φ) and (A * , W ) in the above definition, we obtain the notion of Jacobi-quasi bialgebroid over a differentiable manifold M . We have: If ((A, φ), (A * , W ), ϕ) is a quasi-Jacobi bialgebroid over a differentiable manifold M , then ((A * , W ), (A, φ), ϕ) is a Jacobi-quasi bialgebroid over M , and conversely.
In the case where both 1-cocycles φ and W are zero, we recover, from Definition 2.1, the notion of quasi-Lie bialgebroid. On the other hand, if
, we proved that the double of a quasi-Jacobi bialgebroid is a Courant-Jacobi algebroid ( [4] , [11] ). By a similar computation, we may conclude that the double of a Jacobi-quasi bialgebroid is also a Courant-Jacobi algebroid.
The rest of this section is devoted to some important examples of quasiJacobi and Jacobi-quasi bialgebroids.
Quasi-Jacobi and Jacobi-quasi bialgebras
A quasi-Jacobi bialgebra is a quasi-Jacobi bialgebroid over a point, that is a triple ((G, φ), (G * , W ), ϕ), where (G * , [·, ·] * , W ) is a real Lie algebra of finite dimension with 1-cocycle W ∈ G in its Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology, (G, φ) is the dual space of G * endowed with a bilinear skew-symmetric bracket [·, ·] and an element φ ∈ G * and ϕ ∈ 3 G * , such that conditions 3)-6) of Definition 2.1 are satisfied.
By dualizing the above notion, we get a Jacobi-quasi bialgebra, i.e. a Jacobi-quasi bialgebroid over a point.
In the particular case where ϕ = 0, we recover the concept of Jacobi bialgebra [5] . When φ = 0 and W = 0, we recover the notion of quasi-Lie bialgebra due to Drinfeld [2] .
We postpone the study of quasi-Jacobi bialgebras to a future paper. We believe that they can be considered as the infinitesimal invariants of Lie groups endowed with a certain type of twisted Jacobi structures that can be constructed from the solutions of a twisted Yang-Baxter equation.
2.2 The quasi-Jacobi and the Jacobi-quasi bialgebroids of a twisted Jacobi manifold
We recall that a twisted Jacobi manifold [12] is a differentiable manifold M equipped with a section (Λ, E) of 2 (T M × IR) and a 2-form ω such that
where
and, for all f ∈ C ∞ (M, IR), by (Λ, E) # (f ) = f . Examples of twisted Jacobi manifolds are twisted exact Poisson manifolds and twisted locally conformal symplectic manifolds, both of them presented in [12] , and also twisted contact Jacobi manifold described in [13] .
If (M, (Λ, E), ω) is a twisted Jacobi manifold and f a function on M that never vanishes, we can define a new twisted Jacobi structure ((Λ f , E f ), ω f ) on M , which is said to be f -conformal to ((Λ, E), ω), by setting
In the sequel, let (M, (Λ, E), ω) be a twisted Jacobi manifold and (
) its canonically associated Lie algebroid with 1-cocycle, [12] . The Lie bracket
We consider, on the vector bundle T M ×IR → IR, the Lie algebroid structure over M with 1-cocycle ([·, ·], π, (0, 1)) and also a new bracket [·, ·] ′ on the space of its smooth sections given, for all
We have shown in [12] that the triple
) is a quasi-Jacobi bialgebroid over M . Furthermore, we have:
Proof. It suffices to check that the dual versions of all conditions of Definition 2.1 are satisfied. Condition 1) can be checked directly, using (2). For 2), we take into account that ((Λ, E), ω) is a twisted Jacobi structure, hence (1) holds, and we apply the general formula
By projection, we obtain 2). Condition 3) can be checked directly, after a long computation. In order to prove 4), we remark that the quasi-differential
, and since (M, (Λ, E), ω) is a twisted Jacobi manifold,
On the other hand, since d
whence we get condition 5). Finally, 6) can be established, as in the proof of Theorem 8.2 in [12] , by a straightforward but long computation.
In the case of twisted Poisson manifolds, the previous results were treated in [16] and [9] .
The Jacobi-quasi bialgebroid of a quasi Jacobi manifold
Let (G, [·, ·]) be a Lie algebra, φ a 1-cocycle in its Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology and (·, ·) a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear invariant form on G. We denote by ψ the canonical 3-form on G defined by ψ(X, Y, Z) =
, for all X, Y, Z ∈ G, and by Q ψ ∈ 3 G its dual trivector that is given, for all µ, ν, ξ ∈ G * , by
where X µ , X ν , X ξ are, respectively, dual to µ, ν, ξ via (·, ·).
. We keep the same notation a φ for the induced maps on exterior algebras.
A natural generalization of the notion of quasi Poisson manifold, given in [1] , is the concept of (G, φ)-quasi Jacobi manifold, that we introduce as follows.
A long, but not difficult computation, leads us to the following: 
Triangular quasi-Jacobi and Jacobi-quasi bialgebroids
Let (A, [·, ·], a, φ) be a Lie algebroid with 1-cocycle over a differentiable manifold M , Π a section of 2 A and Q a trivector on A such that
We shall discuss what happens on the dual vector bundle A * of A when we consider the vector bundle map a * : A * → T M , a * = a • Π # , Π # : A * → A being the bundle map associated to Π, and the Koszul bracket [·, ·] Π on the space Γ(A * ) of its smooth sections given, for all α, β ∈ Γ(A * ), by
Let us set W = −Π # (φ). Taking into account that, for all α, β, γ ∈ Γ(A * ),
we can directly prove that
is a Jacobiquasi bialgebroid over M , which is called a triangular Jacobi-quasi bialgebroid.
Clearly, the Lie-quasi bialgebroid associated to a twisted Poisson manifold [16] and the Jacobi-quasi bialgebroid associated to a twisted Jacobi manifold (see Theorem 2.3) are special cases of triangular Jacobi-quasi bialgebroids. Another important type of triangular quasi-Jacobi bialgebroid is the triangular quasi-Jacobi bialgebra, where Π is a solution of a YangBaxter's type equation. Now, we consider the particular case where Q = Π # (ϕ), with ϕ a d φ -closed 3-form on A, and the spaces Γ(A * ) and Γ(A) are equipped, respectively, with the brackets
[·, ·] Π being the Koszul bracket (5), and
Under the above assumptions, by a straightforward calculation, we get: Also, we have:
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 8.2 in [12] and so it is omitted.
Remark 2.10
Obviously, if A is T M × IR equipped with the usual Lie algebroid structure with 1-cocycle, ([·, ·], π, (0, 1)), and Π = (Λ, E) ∈ Γ( 2 (T M × IR)) satisfies (4), then the manifold M is endowed with a twisted Jacobi structure. The Lie algebroid structure on A * = T * M × IR given by Proposition 2.8, is the Lie algebroid structure canonically associated with the twisted Jacobi structure on M .
3 The structure induced on the base manifold of a quasi-Jacobi bialgebroid
In this section we will investigate the structure induced on the base manifold of a quasi-Jacobi bialgebroid. Similar results hold for a Jacobi-quasi bialgebroid.
Let ((A, φ), (A * , W ), ϕ) be a quasi-Jacobi bialgebroid over M . In [12] , we have already considered the bracket {·, ·} on C ∞ (M, IR) defined, for all f, g ∈ C ∞ (M, IR), by
We have proved that it is IR-bilinear, skew-symmetric and a first order differential operator on each argument [12] . On the other hand, the quasidifferential operator d on Γ( A * ) determined by (a, [·, ·]) is a derivation with respect to the usual product of functions. Therefore, the map (f, g) → df, d * g is a derivation on each argument and so, there exists a bivector field Λ on M such that, for all f, g ∈ C ∞ (M, IR),
If E is the vector field a * (φ) = −a(W ) on M then, from (6) and because φ, W = 0 holds [12] , we get
Since, for all f ∈ C ∞ (M, IR),
, where (a φ ) * and (a W * ) * denote, respectively, the transpose of a φ and a W * , we obtain
It is well known that any bracket of type (7) satisfies the following relation:
Therefore, for the bracket defined by (6), in general, the Jacobi identity does not hold. ((A, φ) , (A * , W ), ϕ) be a quasi-Jacobi bialgebroid over M . Then, the bracket (6) satisfies, for all f, g, h ∈ C ∞ (M, IR), the following identity:
Proposition 3.1 Let
In (10), a W * denotes the natural extension of a W * :
Proof. Let f, g and h be any three functions on C ∞ (M, IR). Taking into account the formulae [12] ), (8) and (3), and the properties of a quasi-Jacobi bialgebroid, after a simple computation, we get
Consequently,
Hence, from (9) and (11), we obtain (10).
Looking at equation (11), we remark that the obstruction for (M, Λ, E) to be a Jacobi manifold, i.e. to have [(Λ, E), (Λ, E)] (0,1) = (0, 0), is the image by a W * of the element ϕ in Γ( 3 A * ). This obstruction can also be viewed as the image of ϕ under the infinitesimal action of the Lie algebroid with 1-cocycle (A * , W ) on M (see Appendix). Thus, inspired by the analogous terms of quasi Poisson G-manifold ( [1] , [9] ) and of (G, φ)-quasi Jacobi manifold (see Section 2.3), we say that the pair (Λ, E) defines on M a (A * , W )-quasi Jacobi structure.
Thus, we have proved:
defines a (A * , W )-quasi Jacobi structure on M .
Remark 3.3
In the case where ((A, φ), (A * , W ), Q) is a Jacobi-quasi bialgebroid over M , we can easily prove that the Jacobi identity of the bracket defined by (6) is violated by the image of Q under a φ . For this reason, we shall call the structure (Λ, E) induced on M , an (A, φ)-quasi Jacobi structure. We note that, for the proof of this result, we use the relation 
, which is associated to a bivector filed Λ on M satisfying [Λ, Λ] = 2a * (ϕ). In our terminology, Λ endows M with a A * -quasi Poisson structure. We remark that this result was obtained in [6] by different techniques.
2) Jacobi structures: When ϕ = 0, i.e. ((A, φ), (A * , W )) is a Jacobi bialgebroid over M , the structure (Λ, E) on M determined by Theorem 3.2 is a Jacobi structure, and we recover the well known result of [5] .
3) Twisted Jacobi structures: When ϕ is the image of an element (
Also, we have
This distribution is not, in general, involutive due to condition 2) of Definition 2.1. However, when Im(a φ ) is involutive, as in the case where a φ is surjective, ((Λ, E), ω M ) defines a twisted Jacobi structure on the leaves of Im(a φ ).
4) The case of the quasi-Jacobi bialgebroid associated to a twisted Jacobi manifold: Let (M, (Λ 1 , E 1 ), ω) be a twisted Jacobi manifold and let 0) ), (δω, ω)) be its associated quasi-Jacobi bialgebroid. Then, the (T * M × IR, (−E 1 , 0))-quasi Jacobi structure induced on M coincides with the initial one (Λ 1 , E 1 ). In fact, for any f, g ∈ C ∞ (M, IR) and taking into account that d
where {·, ·} 1 denotes the bracket associated to (Λ 1 , E 1 ). Moreover, if we consider the Jacobi-quasi bialgebroid
associated to the twisted Jacobi manifold (M, (Λ 1 , E 1 ), ω), we get that the (T M × IR, (0, 1))-quasi Jacobi structure (Λ, E) induced on M is the opposite of (Λ 1 , E 1 ). It suffices to remark that
5) The induced structure on a quasi Jacobi manifold: We consider the Jacobi-quasi bialgebroid
. Then, repeating the computation (13), we conclude that, as in the previous case, the (T M ×IR, (0, 1))-quasi Jacobi structure (Λ, E) induced on M is the opposite of (Λ 1 , E 1 ).
6) The case of a triangular quasi-Jacobi bialgebroid:
If we consider a triangular quasi-Jacobi bialgebroid over M of type
So, the bracket (6) in C ∞ (M, IR) is given by
On the other hand, considering the (A * , W )-quasi Jacobi structure (Λ, E) on M , we also have
which means that (Λ, E) is the image by a φ of Π and that a φ is a type of "twisted Jacobi morphism" between (A, φ, Π) and (T M × IR, (0, 1), (Λ, E)).
Quasi-Lie bialgebroids associated to quasi-Jacobi bialgebroids
Given a Lie algebroid (A, [·, ·], a) over M , we can endow the vector bundlẽ A = A × IR → M × IR with a Lie algebroid structure over M × IR as follows. The sections ofÃ can be identified with the t-dependent sections of A, t being the canonical coordinate on IR, i.e., for anyX ∈ Γ(Ã) and (x, t) ∈ M × IR,X(x, t) =X t (x), whereX t ∈ Γ(A). This identification induces, in a natural way, a Lie bracket on Γ(Ã), also denoted by [·, ·]:
and a bundle map, also denoted by a, a :Ã → T (M × IR) ≡ T M ⊕ T IR with a(X) = a(X t ), in such a way that (Ã, [·, ·], a) becomes a Lie algebroid over M × IR. If φ is a 1-cocycle of the Lie algebroid A, we know from [5] thatÃ can be equipped with two other Lie algebroid structures over
and
Let ((A, φ), (A * , W ), ϕ) be a quasi-Jacobi bialgebroid over M . Then, (A * , [·, ·] * , a * , W ) is a Lie algebroid with 1-cocycle and we can consider onÃ * the Lie algebroid structure ([·, ·] bW * , a W * ) defined by (16) and (17) . Although A is not endowed with a Lie algebroid structure, we can still consider on Γ(Ã) a bracket [·, ·] eφ and a bundle map a φ given by (14) and (15), respectively. We setφ = e t ϕ. 2) IfΛ is the inducedÃ * -quasi Poisson structure on M ×IR, then it is the "quasi Poissonization" of the induced (A * , W )-quasi Jacobi structure (Λ, E) on M .
Proof. 1) Let us suppose that ((A, φ), (A * , W ), ϕ) is a quasi-Jacobi bialgebroid over M and letX,Ỹ andZ be three arbitrary sections in Γ(Ã) and
Moreover,
, where, in the last equality, we have used dφ − ϕ(W, ·, ·) = 0. On the other hand,
where d φ is the quasi-differential operator determined by the structure ([·, ·] eφ , a φ ) onÃ. Finally, after a very long computation we obtain
forP ∈ Γ( pÃ ) andQ ∈ Γ( Ã ). From relations (18) to (21), we conclude that (Ã,Ã * ,φ) is a quasi-Lie bialgebroid over M × IR. Now, let us suppose that (Ã,Ã * ,φ) is a quasi-Lie bialgebroid over M ×IR and take three sections X, Y and Z of A and f ∈ C ∞ (M, IR). These sections can be viewed as sections ofÃ that don't depend on t, as well as the function f can also be viewed as a function on
) is equivalent to conditions 2) and 4) of Definition 2.1. From d φφ = 0 we deduce d φ ϕ = 0. Finally, by similar computations, we obtain the two remaining conditions that lead to the conclusion that ((A, φ), (A * , W ), ϕ) is a quasi-Jacobi bialgebroid over M . For the case of Jacobi-quasi bialgebroids we can prove a similar result. Let ((A, φ), (A * , W ), Q) be a Jacobi-quasi bialgebroid over M . We consider onÃ the Lie algebroid structure ([·, ·] bφ , a φ ) defined by (16) and (17), onÃ * the structure ([·, ·] eW * , a W * ) defined by (14) and (15), and we setQ = e t Q. 2) IfΛ is theÃ-quasi Poisson structure induced on M × IR, then it is the "quasi Poissonization" of the (A, φ)-quasi Jacobi structure (Λ, E) induced on M .
5 Appendix: Action of a Lie algebroid with 1-cocycle
In this Appendix, we extend the definition of Lie algebroid action [10] to that of Lie algebroid with 1-cocycle action. Let (A, [·, ·], a) be a Lie algebroid on M and ̟ : F → M a fibered manifold with base M , i.e. ̟ : F → M is a surjective submersion onto M . We recall that an infinitesimal action of A on F ( [10] ) is a IR-linear map ac : Γ(A) → Γ(T F ) such that: (1) for each X ∈ Γ(A), ac(X) is projectable to a(X), (2) the map ac preserves brackets, (3) ac(f X) = (f • ̟)ac(X), for all f ∈ C ∞ (M, IR) and X ∈ Γ(A). In the particular case where M is a point and therefore A is a Lie algebra, we obtain, from Definition 5.1, the notion of infinitesimal action of a Lie algebra with 1-cocycle on a manifold F , used in the definition of quasi Jacobi structures, in section 2.3.
If, in the Definition 5.1, F = M and ̟ : M → M is the identity, we get the concept of infinitesimal action of (A, φ) on the base manifold M that we have used to characterize the structure induced on the base manifold of a quasi-Jacobi bialgebroid.
